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but sometimes that isn’t an option. Many have had their careers ended by former wrestlers The
Undertaker and Kane, now retired from WWE, joined forces with Kane’s son Roman Reigns, a former

Superstar-in-training, to compete in the Royal Rumble match at the pay-per-view this Sunday,
February 27th. If you want to be fair, they’ve never fought each other. Reigns and Reigns are still
under contract. Taker and Kane are no longer under contract. But it would still be kind of weird,

right? Neither Reigns or Reigns came out as top winners of the Rumble match, but that was largely
by design. WWE plans on having Reigns vs. Kane in a big match at WrestleMania, but his success at
the Rumble may have helped his case. People love it when WWE gives two absolute legends of the

industry a chance at a big pay-per-view. But, two legends in the same match, especially before a pay-
per-view? It’s just not right. Taker and Kane will not appear in any matches this Sunday. They won’t

be advertised as competing in any. They’ll be there, possibly, to rub it in the face of Reigns and
Kane. But, look around the roster. Ten of the 15 men in the Royal Rumble match are current or

former WWE Superstars, while the other five are members of the WWE Hall of Fame. There are no
lesser names on the card. And, despite him having no title shot, Reigns has been the hottest act of

WrestleMania weekend. WWE has rewarded him with a guaranteed win. They’ve given him an
opportunity to shine against a crowd and a roster that clearly wishes he’d have lost. Sure, they’ll boo
him a little. They’ll be hateful to him for not winning. But, this week, they’re all about him. And he’s

making the best of it. He has danced. He has sung. He has been known to thank the crowd. This
weekend, he has been treated like he’s the best thing ever. It has been a long time coming.
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